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Major Components for developing Smart cities
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What is Digital twin technology?
A digital twin is a virtual
representation of a physical
object, with a continuous
flow of data that enables
convergence between the
physical and virtual state.
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NASA introduced the digital
twin concept to develop
physical models and
simulations of spacecraft for
the first time in 2010

A representation of a
physical asset that has a
level of accuracy that allows
the user to understand and
predict its performance.

Destination Earth (DestinE) is an ambitious initiative of the
European Union to create a digital model of Earth that will
be used to monitor the effects of natural and human
activity on our planet, anticipate extreme events and adapt
policies to climate-related challenges.

More recently, digital twins
have been employed in
structures and buildings,
energy flow, and in
manufacturing

Currently, digital twin
technology is being
explored for developing the
smart cities
https://score-eu-project.eu/
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https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/destination-earth

Major Component of Digital twin technology for
smart cities
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• Limited amount of research conducted on digital twin
technology in the process of climate resilience
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• In terms of climate resilience and smart cities, it is a
very new phrase, resulting in a small number of
relevant articles for this study. However, Due to the
rapidly increasing interest of the European Union and
other financial agencies in digital twin technology, the
number of publications focusing on climate-resilient
smart cities is projected to increase dramatically in the
near future.
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